AZON DTS WHITE
AZON DTS
AZON DTS PRO
AZON TWIN TEX
AZON TEX PRO
AZON Q ROTAX
AZON UV Q PRO
AZON UV TT
AZON Q UV
AZON Q L
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Designed to produce highquality images directly onto
an endless variety of materials, UV printers will downsize your printing costs and
increase productivity. They
will satisfy the need of small
design studios and industries
like packaging & industrial
marking, home decoration as
well as usage in professional
and recreational sports.

Direct to substrate inkjet
printers that print directly
on any surfaces with superb
adhesion of ink. You can print
beautiful high resolution,
color prints on wood, glass,
metal, stone and many other
materials.

Direct to garment inkjet
printers that allow you to
print beautiful full - color
prints not only on t-shirts
but also on all size of towels,
dresses, sheets, carpets,
jeans, silk ect. They are very
easy to use and have a high
profit return.
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AZON UV TT
Experience the evolution of UV printing with Azon UV TT.
Constantly striving for innovations Azon is engaged in
development of UV printing equipment to meet the high
customer demand and has mastered the technology of
UV LED ink and UV LED printing with UV inkjet printers.
Azon UV TT offers application on objects up to 10 cm and
with outstanding reproduction quality of 1440 dpi that can
reproduce even the finest image details in exceptional quality. It produces incredibly crisp text and vibrant, full - color
images with outstanding durability on a variety of substrates
and 3D objects, from wood to ceramic tiles and plastics.
Print on unbelievable range of materials, products and
substrates up to max area 60x80cm (A1).
This is cost effectively digital printing system with an
intelligent laser beam print head protection. Standard model
comes with cmykwwww colors (option - gloss cmykwwgg).
Azon UV white ink creates a very dense image, allowing users to print on any colored substrate and produce
amazing, bright colors with a white under base, while
gloss ink gives gloss or multi - coat effects to the surfaces
of printed objects.

MAX PRINTING
SIZE 600x800mm

INTUITIVE TOUCH
DISPLAY CONTROLS

CMYK, WHITE, GLOSS

W

HI

SS

COLOR
T E & G LO
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AZON UV Q L
UV A2 model with outstanding quality of reproduction!

Model
Azon UV TT
Printing technology
Ink-jet (Piezo 180 nozzles per channel)
Printing size
Max 600mm x 800mm, max thickness 10cm
Ink cartridges
Color
cmykwwww (option; cmykwwgg)
Ink
Azon UV inks - sealed, degassed, pressurized cartridges
Capacity
150 cc
Ink-curing unit
UV-LED lamp
Printing resolution
Max 1440 dpi
Power consumption
156 W, Standby 16.7 W
Power requirements
AC 100 to 240 V ±10%, 1.8 A, 50/60 Hz
During operation: 60 dB (A) or less
Acoustic noise level
1300 x 1200 x 680 mm
Physical dimensions
230kg
Weight
20 to 30°C, 35 to 80% RH
Power on
Azon JET RIP
Software
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Azon UV A2 printers produce high quality images (1440
x 1440 dpi) in brilliant colors and details. Azon UV Q L
has printable surface 420 x 600 mm and can print on wide
range of materials and products such as wood and ceramic
tiles, PVC, stone, paper bags etc. Surfaces can be either
smooth or rough, flat or bend and up to 100mm.
It is equipped with LED UV lamps which earn acclaims for
its UV curing reliability and ozone – free configuration.
Standard model comes with cmykwwww colors (option –
cmykwwgg). Azon UV white ink creates a very dense image, allowing users to print on any colored substrate while
gloss ink gives gloss or multi – coat effects to the surfaces
of printed objects.
Azon UV Q L model is excellent solution for smaller production such as gift retailers, fast sign and copier shops,
photo labs, museums, etc.
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Model
Printing technology

MORE ACCESSIBLE
CONTROLS

Azon Q L
Ink-jet (Piezo 180 nozzles per channel)
Printing size
Max 420mm x 600mm
Media thickness
Max 100mm
Ink cartridges
Color
cmykwwww (option; cmykwwgg)
Ink
Azon UV Inks - sealed, degassed, pressurized cartridges
Capacity
220 cc
UV-LED lamp
Ink-curing unit
Max 1440 dpi
Printing resolution
156 W, Standby 16.7 W
Power consumption
Power requirements
AC 100 to 240 V ±10%, 1.8 A, 50/60 Hz
During operation: 60 dB (A) or less
Acoustic noise level
Smallest droplet size 3,5 picoliters
Droplet technology
Color and monochrome heads 180 nozzles x 8
Nozzle configuration
USB 2.0, 100Base-T Ethernet
Connectivity
20° to 30°C, 20 to 80% RH
Environmental conditions
830x810x450mm
Dimensions
95kg
Weight
Azon JET RIP
Software
Windows 7 (32-bit, 63-bit), Vista (32-bit, 63-bit), XP
Operating system

220ml CMYK, WHITE
& GLOSS COLOR

CLEANING PAD
ACCESS
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AZON UV Q ROTAX
UV A2 model with printing height 300mm!
Azon UV A2 printers produce high quality images (1440 x
1440 dpi) in brilliant colors and details. Azon UV Q ROTAX has
printable surface 420 x 600 mm and can print on wide range of
materials and products such as wood and ceramic tiles, PVC,
stone, paper bags etc. Surfaces can be either smooth or rough,
flat or bend and up to 300mm.
With UV Q ROTAX rotary system it is possible to decorate
up to 360 degrees around the cylinders. This fixture makes
it possible to print around the circumference of flashlights,
coozies, bottles and other products.
Standard model comes with cmykwwww colors (option
– cmykwwgg). Azon UV white ink creates a very dense
image, allowing users to print on any colored substrate
while gloss ink gives gloss or multi – coat effects to the
surfaces of printed objects.
Azon UV A2 models are excellent solution for smaller production such as gift retailers, fast sign and copier shops,
photo labs, museums, etc.

MORE ACCESSIBLE
CONTROLS

220ml CMYK, WHITE
& GLOSS COLOR

ROTARY SYSTEM
360 DEGREES PRINT
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AZON UV Q PRO
UV A1 model for large quantities.
Model
Printing technology

Azon Q ROTAX
Ink-jet (Piezo 180 nozzles per channel)
Printing size
Max 420mm x 600mm
Media thickness
Max 300mm
Ink cartridges
Color
cmykwwww (option; cmykwwgg)
Ink
Azon UV Inks - sealed, degassed, pressurized cartridges
Capacity
220 cc
UV-LED lamp
Ink-curing unit
Max 1440 dpi
Printing resolution
156 W, Standby 16.7 W
Power consumption
Power requirements
AC 100 to 240 V ±10%, 1.8 A, 50/60 Hz
During operation: 60 dB (A) or less
Acoustic noise level
Smallest droplet size 3,5 picoliters
Droplet technology
Color and monochrome heads 180 nozzles x 8
Nozzle configuration
USB 2.0, 100Base-T Ethernet
Connectivity
20° to 30°C, 20 to 80% RH
Environmental conditions
1140x940x950mm
Dimensions
95kg
Weight
Azon JET RIP
Software
Operating system
Windows 7 (32-bit, 63-bit), Vista (32-bit, 63-bit), XP
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Azon UV Q PRO prints directly on any surface up to 2500 x
1180mm and 200mm in height. It offers high printing quality of 1440dpi, simple operation and stable performance.
Thus, it can completely meet batch production of large
scale in various areas and improve the competitive power of
products. It produces crisp text and vibrant, full - color images with outstanding durability on a variety of substrates
and 3D objects, from wood to ceramic tiles, aluminium and
plastics.
This is cost effectively digital printing system with an
intelligent laser beam print head protection. Standard model
comes with cmykwwww colors (option - gloss cmykwwgg).
Azon UV white ink creates a very dense image, allowing users to print on any colored substrate and produce
amazing, bright colors with a white under base, while
gloss ink gives gloss or multi - coat effects to the surfaces
of printed objects.
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Model
Azon UV Q PRO
Printing technology
Ink-jet (Piezo 180 nozzles per channel)
Media weight
Max 20kg
Printing size
Max 600mm x 1200mm, max thickness 20cm
Ink cartridges
Color
cmykwwww (option; cmykwwgg)
Ink
Azon UV inks - sealed, degassed, pressurized cartridges
Capacity
150 cc
Ink-curing unit
UV-LED lamp
Max 1440 dpi
Printing resolution
Power consumption
156 W, Standby 16.7 W
Power requirements
AC 100 to 240 V ±10%, 1.8 A, 50/60 Hz
Acoustic noise level
During operation: 60 dB (A) or less,
Dimensions
1800 x 1000 x 1500 mm
Weight
350kg
20 to 30°C, 35 to 80% RH
Environmental conditions
Azon JET RIP
Software
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BUILT IN VACUUM
TABLE

INTUITIVE TOUCH
DISPLAY CONTROLS
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AZON Q UV

Print color and white in single pass with A3 model.
Q UV A3 is an ideal solution for different applications and materials like leather, glass, aluminum, plastics, wood etc. It has
specially designed and built vacuum table inside which enables
printing on very thin objects.
Features on Q UV A3 offer outstanding durability and performance thus customers have an enormous range to suit both
their requirements and needs.
This is the most powerful and productive machine available
on the market today. Allowing print of white and colored ink
in a single pass and with printing size 30x80cm it delivers exceptional image quality and twice lower production time. New
automatic sensors on Q UV A3 can adjust printer height even
during the print.
Enabling printing up to 20cm high, Azonprinter takes a step
forward not only to graphics and sign market, but small design
studios as well.

BUILT IN VACUUM
TABLE

SINGLE PASS
PRINTING

PRINTHEAD
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AZON DTS WHITE
Print white color on any substrates with Azon DTS White!
Model
Printing technology

Azon Q UV
Ink-jet (Piezo 180 nozzles per channel)
Printing size
Max 300mm x 800mm, max thickness 200mm
Ink cartridges
Color
cmykwwww (option; cmykwwgg)
Ink
Azon UV Inks - sealed, degassed, pressurized cartridges
Capacity
220 cc
Ink-curing unit
UV-LED lamp
Max 5760 x 1440 optimized dpi
Printing resolution
Power consumption
156 W, Standby 16.7 W
Power requirements
AC 100 to 240 V ±10%, 1.8 A, 50/60 Hz
Acoustic noise level
During operation: 60 dB (A) or less
Smallest droplet size 1,5 picoliters
Droplet technology
Color and monochrome heads 180 nozzles x 8
Nozzle configuration
USB 2.0, 100Base-T Ethernet, WiFi Certified (802.11n)
Connectivity
20° to 30°C, 20 to 80% RH
Environmental conditions
800 x 830 x 1300 mm
Dimensions
112kg
Weight
Azon JET RIP
Software
Windows 7 (32-bit, 63-bit), Vista (32-bit, 63-bit), XP
Operating system
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It is next stage of evolution for Azon DTS. For the first time
ever, it is possible to print white color on any substrates. A
feature long sought after and finally here.
Azon has combined - now traditional - printing quality with
easy maintenance to provide the best experience possible. It
is extremely easy to print on any dark materials now, while
preserving the quality and vividness of the original design.
New ”nano color” pigments have been developed. They are
composed of tiny molecules able to penetrate many types
of material such as glass, ceramic, leather, metal, etc.
DTS White uses three different sizes of micro ink drops,
and is able to manage them in order to obtain a true likeness
of the graphic reproduction. The new DTS White is able to
decorate all surfaces up to a maximum thickness of 10 cm.
Surfaces can be either smooth or rough, flat or bend – DTS
White can do it all! Substrates like wood, plastic, rock are all
fair game for the DTS.
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Model
Azon DTS White
Printing technology
Ink-jet (Micro Piezo Head)
Printing size
Max 420mm x 600mm, max thickness 100mm
Dimensions
525mm H x 850mm W x 890mm L , Weight 95kg
Ink
C, M, Y, K, + LC, LM, 2W
Print speed
11 x 420mm x 600mm prints per hour
Printing resolution
Max 1440 dpi
Power requirements
AC 220V, 59W (in standby mode 5W, Lamp on 1000W)
Interface
USB, LAN network
Environment conditions
Temperature 15 to 30°C, Humidity 50 to 70% RH
Printer software
Azon JET RIP
Material used
Glass, metal, stone, wood, plastics...

MORE ACCESSIBLE
CONTROLS

220cc CARTRIDGES

CMYK + WHITE

CLEANING PAD
ACCESS
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AZON DTS

Direct to substrate inkjet printer that prints on all materials.
Azon DTS is direct to substrate inkjet printer. It prints
directly on: glass, metal, stone, wood, plastics and all
others... with superb adhesion of ink. You can print beautiful
full-color prints on any surface faster and cheaper than on
any other printer, or with other technologies like: thermo
transfer or screen printing. It is very easy to use and has a
high profit return.
Azon DTS is 3D Digital all-purpose flat-bed printer. It
prints direct on most final plastic products like: pencils,
lighters, mobile cases, and plastic ID cards etc. On all
other products like wood, stone, steel, glass, leather, etc
and finished products (drawer, wallet, bag, tag, signboard)
it is possible to print as well. The razor - sharp 1440 dpi
resolution is supplied by closed ink system.
Azon DTS is excellent solution for gift retailers, fast sign
and copier shops, photo labs, museums, etc. Reproduction
quality of true 1440 dpi satisfies even the most demanding
fields like: photo and paintings reproduction and art glicee
printing.
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AZON TWIN TEX
Print double, full - color prints with Twin Tex!

Azon DTS
Model
Printing technology
Ink-jet (Micro Piezo Head)
Printing size
Max 420mm x 600mm, max thickness 100mm
Ink
2 x C, M, Y, K / C, M, Y, K + LC, LM, LK, LLK
Print speed
11 x 420mm x 600mm prints per hour
Printing resolution
Max 1440 dpi
AC 220V, 59W (in standby mode 5W)
Power requirements
USB, LAN network
Interface
Temperature 15 to 30°C, Humidity 50 to 70% RH
Environment conditions
Win XP/ Vista/ 7 and Mac driver
Printer software
Glass, metal, stone, wood, plastics...
Material used
525mm H x 850mm W x 890mm L , Weight 95kg
Dimensions
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With Azon Twin Tex you can personalize jeans or apron,
kids and sportswear. Machine is adaptive for large scale facilities or smaller printing applications, before or after the
fabric is cut and sewed. It is perfect machine to print on any
type of garment, from natural fabrics to the silk for scarf,
and it’s most cost effective machine in the market.
Twin Tex with water based inks allows high quality prints in
high resolution up to 1440 dpi. An advanced, fully automated
system enables long - run production on a wide range of
textile applications and finished garments. This is cost effectively digital printing system that contains 4 CMYK and 4
Whites with an intelligent laser beam print head protection.
Prints are washable up to 90 -100 times without color fading.
Twin Tex can be sustomized with one XXL table to match
the applications like industrial production and larger print
sizes. After possibility of printing on 2 - 4 standard easy
exchangeable, or few smaller tables, Azon moved up into
higher class with 60 x 80 cm - unique table with fixing
frame that can print not only on t-shirts but also on all size
of towels, dresses, sheets, carpets, jeans ect.
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INTUITIVE TOUCH
DISPLAY CONTROLS

Model
Azon TWIN TEX
Printing technology
Ink-jet (Piezo 180 nozzles per channel)
Printing size
Max 600mm x 800mm / 2 or 4 platens
Physical dimensions
1270mm L x 1200mm W x 650mm H, 230kg
Ink cartridges
Color
Dual CMYK / 4 White + CMYK
Ink
Azon Invi Inks / sealed, degassed, pressurized cartridges
Capacity
150cc
Print speed
2 platens
30 dark or 100 white garment / per hour
4 platens
60 dark or 200 white garment / per hour
Printing resolution
Max 1440 dpi
AC 110-240V, 50-60Hz
Power requirements
Power consumption
55W or less, Standby 5W
Environment conditions
Temperature 15 to 30°C, Humidity 50 to 70% RH
Software RIP
Azon RIP
Conectivity
USB, LAN
Operating system
Windows 7, Vista and XP

MAX PRINTING
SIZE 600x800mm

EXCHANGEABLE
PLATENS
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AZON TEX PRO

Direct to garment inkjet printer for beautiful full - color prints.
Azon Tex Pro adopts a brand - new digital printing mode
that can be used as the substitute of screen printing, and
transfer printing. It realizes color printing without plate
making or repeated color register, while it is highly waterproof,
wearing resistant.
It prints directly with amazing speed up to 70 light shirts
or 15 dark shirts per hour. It can print beautiful full - color
prints on light and dark colored textiles like: t-shirts, towels,
jeans, aprons, bags or else, with superb adhesion of ink. It is
very easy to use and has a high profit return.
Azon’s water - based white ink was specially developed for
printing on dark garments by creating a solid surface on the
printing area before applying the CMYK inks. This white
layer is digitally applied directly onto the desired location on
the garment, allowing to immediately applying the CMYK
colors. There is no more need for thousands of garments
pieces per run to make the printing process profitable. Azon
TexPro allows short and medium runs as well as personalized
and variable data printing. Tests can be immediately evaluated
and changes implemented without delay.

MORE ACCESSIBLE
CONTROLS

220cc CARTRIDGES

CMYK + 4 WHITE

EXCHANGEABLE
PLATENS
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Model
Printing technology
Printing size

Azon Tex Pro
Ink-jet (Micro Piezo Head)
Max 420 x 600 mm
Ink cartridges
Color
C,M,Y,K + 4W
Ink
Water textile pigments
Print speed
50 light shirts per hour / 15 dark shirts per hour
Printing resolution
Max 1440 dpi
Power requirements
AC 220V, 59W (in standby mode 5W)
Interface
USB, LAN Network
Environment conditions
Temperature 15 to 30°C, Humidity 50 to 70% RH
Cotton, polyester, silk...
Material used
890mm L x 850mm W x 525mm H, Weight 95kg
Dimensions
Azon RIP
Software

Azon offers excellent service and support. With an Azon printer you will receive factory training, applications assistance
after installation, around-the-clock technical support and a host of other tools. Azon provides users with all the service, support and education needed to maintain productivity; both online, over the phone and in person - to make the
most out of an investment in an Azon printer.
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